
CS 4331 Program 3: Vibe Due: Mon., Dec. 3

The goal of this assignment is to parallelize, using MPI, thesequential programvibe.c
found on the course web site, and measure the performance of the sequential and parallel
versions.

Sequential program: vibe.c is a discrete simulation of a vibrating string. Formally, a
string is a 1-d array ofn+2 points. Each point has an index 0, 1, 2, ...,n, n+1, a displace-
ment (a position), and a momentum. The displacements and momentums are represented
by the arraysSy andSv, respectively. (S is for “string”, y is for y-axis, andv is for “veloc-
ity” because momentum is velocity times mass, and we assume each point has unit mass,
so momentum and velocity are the same.)

The simulation runs fort units of time at increments ofdt units, so the number of steps in
the simulation is aboutt/dt. We think oft as seconds and the constantdt as some fraction
of a second.

Each point has an initial velocity and displacement. Invibe.c the initial velocities are all
0.0 and the initial positions are as if the midpoint of the string has been pulled upyint
units of distance from 0.0 on they-axis. Points 0 andn + 1 are special. Their positions
and velocities are initially 0.0 and they never change. The other can points move at discrete
time steps according to certain rules. The rules use a gravitational constantg that causes the
force on a point to increase with the square of its displacement. In addition, each point feels
a slight “tug” from its two nearest neighbors, representingthe coupling of nearby points in
the string.

If point i (1≤i≤ n) has displacementSy[i] and velocitySv[i] at some time step, then
at the next time step it will have the new velocity

Svnew[i] = Sv[i]/2.0 + (Sv[i-1] + Sv[i+1])/4.0 + signy*g*Sy[i]*Sy[i]

wheresigny is 1.0 if Sy[i]< 0 and otherwisesigny is -1.0.

The first three terms express the new velocity as a combination of pointi’s velocity and
that of its two neighbors. The neighbor’s contributions might represent the elasticity of
the string. The last terms says that the force of “gravity” increases as the square of the
displacement (Sy[i]) from 0 on they-axis. Thesigny term ensures that gravity always
pulls pointi toward 0 regardless of whetherSy[i] is positive or negative.

The newdisplacement of pointi is justSynew[i] = Sy[i] + Sv[i]*dt, that is, the cur-
rent displacement plus how far the point moves in a time interval of lengthdt.

After the new velocities and displacements are computed forall the points (except the
endpoints) the sequential algorithm copiesSvnew andSynew to Sv andSy, respectively.
That completes the simulation of one time step.

(Note: This simulation is not based on real physics or on the differential equations that



describe the motions of a vibrating string. This simulationis an entirely synthetic com-
putation that produces output that only seems to look like what a vibrating string might
actually do. In particular, the simulation may diverge on certain inputs, unlike a real string
would.)

Inputs: The command line inputs tovibe.c aren, t, dt, andg. These were described
above and they are documented invibe.c.

Outputs: vibe.c can produce two forms of output. Both are suitable for plotting by
gnuplot. If PRINTALL is #defined at compile time then the positions of all points of the
string are printed at every step. Executingvibe as follows

./vibe 99 10 0.01 0.1 >! 3dplot.dat

and then usinggnuplot to display the results

splot ’3dplot.dat’ with pm3d

produces
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If PRINTALL is not#defined, then only the initial positions and final positions of the points
of the string are printed as shown in the next figure. Use thegnuplot commandplot
’2dplot.dat’. (This is a little bit of a simplification, but the details of how to reproduce
the second plot are not important.)

Note thatvibe.c formats its output to conform to a few quirks ofgnuplot’s input conven-
tions. You may change the output format for your own purposesbut those changes might
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affect howgnuplot processes those data. More information aboutgnuplot is available on
the course web page.

Parallelizing vibe.c: Write a parallel, MPI version ofvibe.c, calledpvibe.c, that does
the same computation asvibe.c but divides the work amongp processors. Here,n is the
total length of the string. You may assume thatn > 3p and thatn is an integer multiple of
p.

Data decomposition: Each array invibe.c is divided intop blocks, each of length approx-
imatelyn/p. Processor 0 will contain the first block of each array, processor 1 will contain
the second block of each array, and so on.

Initialization: Processor 0 is responsible for computing the initial values ofSy for all the
processors. It computes the initial values for each processor’s block ofSy and sends it to
that processor just as in theinprod.c example in class. Each processor initializes its block
of Sv independently.

Parallel computation: Each processor updates its blocks inparallel. In general, on each
iteration each processor exchanges the values of the endpoints of its block ofSv with its
two neighbors. MPI provides various functions for doing this. These will be discussed in
class.

Performance measurment: UseMPI Wtime() to time the parallel computation portion of
the code in each processor. When the computation is done, each processor reports it mea-
sured time to processor 0 which prints the maximum of those times. (You might also want



to print the standard deviation to see if any processors are lagardly.) Note that initialization
and output should not be part of the code that is timed.

Output: pvibe.c produces the same two types of output produced byvibe.c. However,
processor 0 is responsible for printing the actual output, so each processor must send its
part of the output to processor 0. Note that I/O during the parallel computation makes
performance measurements meaningless, so the 2-d form of output should be chosen when
making performance measurements.

Program submission and report: This information will be provided to you separately. Re-
porting requirements will also be given later. Your primarygoal is to find problems sizes
large enough so that your code exhibits measureably good speedup on as many as 16 pro-
cessors.

Other requirements: Only oneMPI Barrier()s may be used inpvibe.c. It should occur
immediately before the clock is started. Always compile with the-O3 (minus oh three)
option.


